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Read/Research
What are the latest figures for
the UK economy? Can you keep
a record of these over a period
of 6 weeks? What are the
trends? Why do you think that
this might be?
https://commonslibrary.parliam
ent.uk/category/economybusiness/economy-economy/
Freakonomics by Stephen Levitt
and Dubner
The Armchair Economist by
Steven E Landsburg
The Undercover Economist by
Tim Harford
What is the potential economic
impact of the shutdown of the
English Football Season?
Investigate what an Index
Number is – how can it be
calculated and why is it
important when examining
economic data?
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Watch/Listen
The Big Short or Wolf on Wall
Street; how do you think these
contributed to the 2009
Recession?
Head Start to A Level
Economics; Introduction to
Macroeconomics.
https://www.tutor2u.net/econo
mics/reference/head-starteconomics-introduction-tomacroeconomics
Ted Talk – Diane Doyle. How to
take the future of the economy
seriously
Head Start to A Level
Economics; Introduction to
Globalisation
https://www.tutor2u.net/econo
mics/reference/globalisationhead-start-to-a-level-economics
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Revisit
If you have studied Geography
you could revisit your
understanding of globalisation
If you have studied Psychology
you could revisit the notions of
behaviour in individuals and
what causes them to make
decisions
Your understanding of
percentages and how to read
graphs and data effectively. Can
you find trends and make
predictions?
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Other Tasks
Research GDP – do you think
that it is a valuable measure for
tracking economic activity in a
digital age?
Take a look at the housing
market in your local area for the
last 10 years? What do you think
has caused a change in these
prices? How does this compare
with a region in the North? For
example, Sunderland?
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